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Abstract

The following notes represent a summary of talks given at the PASI course on

tsunamis in Valparaiso, Chile in January 2013. This report considers several con-

stituents of simulation technology, including modeling, mathematics and computer

science. All of them become intertwined in large-scale simulation codes that are de-

voted to simulating natural disasters. A majority focus is on numerical methods and

software for nonlinear, dispersive wave equations. We review the derivation of the

GEM scheme for approximating solutions of the BBM model of nonlinear, dispersive

waves. We consider some questions regarding soliton interactions for BBM using the

GEM scheme implemented in octave.

1 Components of simulation technology

Simulation technology has different foundational components, as depicted in Figure 1. These
are modeling, mathematics and computer science. All of them become intertwined in large-
scale simulation codes that are devoted to simulating natural disasters. This report will
consider all of these aspects, in no particular order. Most of our attention will be on numerical
methods and software for nonlinear, dispersive wave equations. But we begin with a modeling
exercise regarding tsunamis to identify the important issues.

To give some feel for the complexities of developing highly efficient numerical methods,
we focus on an unusual discretization technique called the GEM scheme for a particular
model of nonlinear, dispersive water waves, known as BBM. The spatial discretization takes
advantage of the Euler-Maclaurin formula (which had been anticipated by Gregory, hence
the acronym GEM). This approach is potentially useful in other contexts in which integrals
appear naturally in the formulation. We repeat some computations done several decades ago
that were supercomputer challenges at the time. Not surprisingly, although these can now
be done easily on a laptop, there is still the need for high-order methods to do so efficiently.
We explore some questions regarding solitary wave interactions for BBM, and we suggest
some questions regarding to the breakup of an arbitrary initial datum in terms of solitary
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Figure 1: Three components of the simulation process.

waves. These are not relevant directly to tsunamis, but they present useful computational
challenges for the codes.

2 Queen Charlotte quake

To illustrate the modeling process, we extract some information about tsunamis from typical
press reports. The following is an excerpt from an Associated Press story.

AP: Recent earthquake in Queen Charlotte Islands

A 7.7 magnitude earthquake occurred at 8:04 pm (PST) October 27, 2012

near the Queen Charlotte Islands off the west coast of Canada,

epicenter 155 kilometers [96 miles] south of Masset.

The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center announced that a tsunami wave was

headed toward Hawaii and that the first tsunami wave could hit the

islands by about 10:30 p.m. local time [1:30 am PST, 5.5 hours later].

A 69-centimeter [27"] wave was recorded off Langara Island on the

northeast tip of Haida Gwaii. Another 55 centimeter [21"] wave hit

Winter Harbour on the northeast coast of Vancouver Island.

The Queen Charlotte Islands are also known by their official indigenous

name of Haida Gwaii. Comprising about 150 islands located north of

Canada’s Vancouver Island, their total population is about 5,000 of

which the Haida people make up about 45%.

We can extract several pieces of information about tsunamis from this news report. First
of all, the report refers to the town of Masset. We use Google Maps to show where this is in
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Figure 2.
Shown in the map in Figure 2 is the larger municipality of Prince Rupert. Using the

web-based application called Great Circle Mapper, we can determine the distance from the
Prince Rupert airport (airport code YPR) to Honolulu airport (airport code HNL) to be
2690 miles, as indicated in Figure 3. We also see that a great circle route from Prince Rupert
to Seattle is essentially orthogonal to the route to Hawaii.

The fault line that generated the tsunami runs parallel to Haida Gwaii, so it may not be
surprising that a wave would be generated that propagates to Hawaii while causing less of a
concern in the Seattle area.

3 Character of tsunamis

We can draw several conclusions from the news:

• Tsunami waves are not very big (less than a meter)

• But they move very fast (close to the speed of sound)

• They can travel far (around the world) and still be a threat

One issue not explained by the news reports is: how long are the waves? This depends
strongly on how they are generated. But we will see that they need to have extraordinary
lengths in order to have any significant effect, since their amplitudes are so small. A small,
short wave has very little energy associated with it. Children play in them all the time with
no ill effects. However, a very long wave with small amplitude can carry a great deal of
energy!

We will see that the length of tsunami waves determines their character in a fundamen-
tal way. One issue is the extent to which dispersion is a factor in tsunami creation and
propagation. The longer the wave, the less this matters, as we will make clear by various
simulations.

4 Tsunami phases

There are three phases to tsunamis: formation, propagation and inundation, as depicted in
Figure 4.

4.1 Tsunami formation

Tsunami formation (generation) is often caused by movement of tectonic plates under the
ocean, as shown in Figure 4. A relatively small uplift displaces a huge amount of (incompress-
ible) water. These displacements can occur over long distances (hundreds of miles) as the
tectonic plates move like thin plates. Such movements can cause waves that are essentially
one-dimensional, propagating perpendicular to the plate boundary.
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Figure 2: Location of the town of Masset according to Google Maps. Note the nearby town
of Prince Rupert on the British Columbia mainland.
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Figure 3: Great circle routes between Prince Rupert and Hawaii and Seattle.

Figure 4: A figure that depicts tsunami formation (generation), propagation and inundation.
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Figure 5: Advection: things that move.

Tsunamis also can be caused by landslides [14].

4.2 Tsunami propagation

A key challenge is understanding the transport of energy over long distances. Tsunami
propagation can often be modeled by one-dimensional approximations to the Navier-Stokes
equations. Waves of small amplitude with long wave-length in constant depth can be well
approximated by the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) [19] and related equations. We will examine
the computational challenges posed by these nonlinear, dispersive wave equations.

4.3 Tsunami interaction with a shoreline

Most tsunamis in modern times are small enough not to be a threat in open water. When
long waves experience a decrease in water depth, they can steepen. Changing topography
requires different models that account for variable depth. Water flowing over previously dry
terrain presents further challenges. Flow containing debris may be nonNewtonian.

5 Terminology

The motion of water waves is multifactorial. Here we list some terms that will be explained
subsequently:
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• advection

• nonlinearity

• shocks

• dissipation

• dispersion

We will study how each of these relates to numerical methods for wave simulation.

5.1 Advection: things that move

The term “advection” refers to movement. We depict a simulation of advection in Figure 5.

5.2 Advection model equation

The simplest model of advection relates changes in time with changes in space via the
following equation:

ut + cux = 0.

Solutions to this equation satisfy

u(t, x) = v(x− ct).

The proof is simple:
ux = v′ ut = −cv′.

Things just move to the right at speed c.

5.3 Nonlinear advection model equation

Some physical quantities satisfy a nonlinear advection equation:

0 = ut + f(u)x = ut + f ′(u)ux.

Solutions no longer just translate to the right:

u(t, x) 6= v(x− ct).

Things move to the right at speeds (c(t, x) = f ′(u(t, x))) that depend on the size of u, and
they can change shape. We can see in Figure 6 what happens in the case is f(u) = u2 via a
computational scheme derived in the next section.
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Figure 6: Nonlinearity: things change shape (f(u) = u2).

5.4 Finite difference approximation

We can approximate u on a grid in space and time:

u(i∆t, j∆x) ≈ ui,j .

We write

ut(i∆t, j∆x) ≈ ui,j − ui−1,j

∆t

f(u)x(i∆t, j∆x) ≈ f(u)i,j − f(u)i,j−1

∆x
.

Thus we obtain an algorithm

ui+1,j = ui,j −
∆t

∆x
(f(u)i,j − f(u)i,j−1) .

This finite-difference approximation allows us to simulate nonlinear advection as easily as
linear advection. However, we see that nonlinearity changes the wave shape. Figure 6 depicts
the case f(u) = u2. Figure 5 was computed with f(u) = u.

6 Shock formation

In the nonlinear advection case, we see that a discontinuity (shock) can form, as appears in
Figure 6 that depicts the case f(u) = u2, in which case the equation is often called Burger’s
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Shocks: discontinuities that move. (a) initial development, (b) long-time evolution
of shocks.

equation (inviscid form). But the integral of u is preserved: integrating the advection equa-
tion in space (and integrating by parts) gives

(
∫

u dx

)

t

=

∫

ut dx = −
∫

f(u)x dx = 0. (1)

Thus the area under the graph of u is constant. In Figure 7, we see that the initial wave
forms convert to a long triangular form, and so its amplitude must decrease to maintain a
constant area.

6.1 Shock properties

The integral of u2 is also preserved: multiplying the advection equation by u and integrating
in space (and integrating by parts) gives

1

2

(
∫

u2 dx

)

t

=

∫

uut dx = −
∫

f(u)xu dx

=

∫

f(u)ux dx =

∫

g(u)x dx = 0,

(2)

where g′ = f , that is, g is an antiderivative of f , with g(0) = 0.

6.2 Shock development

Shocks can be described as discontinuities that move, as shown in Figure 7, again with f(u) =
u2. Shock fronts stay sharp, but the back side of an advancing wave remains continuous, as
shown in Figure 7. The amplitude has to decrease since the integrals of u and u2 remain
constant. Over time, the wave amplitude goes to zero, as we see in Figure 7(b), which depicts
the long-time development of shocks.
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Figure 8: Linear shocks: discontinuities that mush

6.3 Linear versus nonlinear shocks

In the linear case, even discontinuous solutions are propagated by translation:

u(t, x) = v(x− ct).

Thus the linear case is quite different from the nonlinear case. Even though the exact solution
is trivial, let’s see what our difference method produces.

6.4 Linear shocks: discontinuities that mush

In the case of linear advection, our numerical method produces waves (see Figure 8) that
are no longer sharp at the leading edge of a discontinuity. We see a similar behavior at the
trailing edge of a discontinuity.

6.5 Linear versus nonlinear shocks

Discontinuous solutions do propagate by translation:

u(t, x) ≈ v(x− ct)

but the sharp edges are smoothed off. This is an artifact of the numerical approximation.
We did not see this with smooth solutions or even with discontinuous solutions for nonlinear
advection. We need to understand what is going wrong.

The behavior depicted in Figure 7 suggests that nonlinearity controls diffusion artifacts.
Harten advocated artificial compression [21] as a means of reducing numerical dissipation.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Linear versus nonlinear shocks. (a) linear advection, (b) nonlinear advection. A
long shock.

6.6 Finite difference approximation reviewed

Taylor’s approximation says

ui,j − ui,j−1

∆x
≈ ux(i∆t, j∆x) +

∆x

2
uxx(i∆t, j∆x). (3)

Thus the difference scheme is actually a better approximation to

ut + ux −
∆x

2
uxx = 0

than it is to the advection equation

ut + ux = 0.

6.7 Numerical dissipation

The second-order derivative term in

ut + f(u)x − ǫuxx = 0

is called a dissipation term due to the following. This is called the viscous Burger’s equation.
Multiply the equation by u, integrate in space and integrate by parts to get

1

2

(
∫

u2 dx

)

t

+ ǫ

∫

u2
x dx = 0, (4)

in view of (2). Now we see that the integral of u2 must dissipate to zero, since its time
derivative is strictly negative (assuming that u is not identically constant).
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6.8 Numerical errors

It is possible to reduce numerical dissipation, but not eliminate it [10, 1]. For example, the
Lax-Wendroff scheme is

ui+1,j =
1

∑

k=−1

bkui,j+k

where b±1 = 1
2
α(α ∓ 1) and b0 = 1 − α2, where α = ∆t/∆x is the CFL number. The

Lax-Wendroff scheme is a better approximation to

ut + ux − γ∆x2uxxx = 0

than it is to ut + ux = 0.

Exercises:

• Compute γ.

• Use Lax-Wendroff to solve the inviscid Burger’s equation.

6.9 Numerical dispersion

The third-order derivative term in

ut + f(u)x − ǫuxxx = 0 (5)

is called a dispersion term. Multiply the dispersion term by u, integrate in space and integrate
by parts to get

∫

uuxxx dx = −
∫

uxuxx dx = −
∫

1
2
((ux)

2)x dx = 0. (6)

In view of (2), we conclude that the integral of u2 is conserved for the solution u of (5).

7 KdV equation

The KdV equation balances nonlinear advection with dispersion:

ut + 6uux + uxxx = 0 (7)

(Korteweg & de Vries 1895, Boussinesq [8, p. 360]); it has a family of solutions,

u(t, x) =
c

2
sech2

(

1
2

√
c(x− ct)

)

for any c > 0, which move at constant speed c without change of shape. The solitary wave
solution of the KdV equation matches observations of J. Scott Russell (1845) regarding waves
of permanent shape in a channel.
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7.1 BBM equation

An equivalent equation that balances nonlinear advection with dispersion is

ut + ux + 2uux − uxxt = 0 (8)

(Peregrine 1964, Benjamin, Bona and Mahoney 1972) which has similar solutions [22]

u(t, x) =
3

2
a sech2

(

1

2

√

a

a+ 1

(

x− (1 + a)t
)

)

.

The BBM equation is better behaved numerically [7], because we may write it as

ut = −
(

1− d

dx2

)−1
d

dx

(

u+ u2
)

= B
(

u+ u2
)

. (9)

Thus we see that the BBM equation may be viewed as an ordinary differential equation,
e.g., in Sobolev spaces [9]. In particular, the operator B maps Hs to Hs+1, so it is not only
bounded, it is actually compact.

7.2 Solitary wave exercises

The KdV and BBM equations can be compared by using the underlying advection model
ut + ux = 0. Thus we can swap time derivatives for (minus) space derivatives: ut ≈ −ux.
This suggests the near equivalence of the terms uxxx ≈ −uxxt.

Exercise: Derive the solitary wave solution for

ut + ux + 2uux + uxxx = 0. (10)

• Compare this with the solitary wave for BBM.

• Show that the two forms converge as the wave amplitude goes to zero.

7.3 Tsunami controversy

A significant question regarding tsunamis is the length of the initial wave and the resulting
importance of dispersion on the development of the wave. This question is reflected in a
recent Blog posting by Terry Tao. In the posting, he says “solitons are large-amplitude
(and thus nonlinear) phenomena, whereas tsunami propagation (in deep water, at least) is
governed by low-amplitude (and thus essentially linear) equations. Typically, linear waves
disperse due to the fact that the group velocity is usually sensitive to the wavelength; but in
the tsunami regime, the group velocity is driven by pressure effects that relate to the depth
of the ocean rather than the wavelength of the wave, and as such there is essentially no
dispersion, thus creating traveling waves that have some superficial resemblance to solitons,
but arise through a different mechanism.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Multi-soliton interaction (BBM). (a) two solitons, (b) four solitons.

It is true, though, that KdV also arises from a shallow water wave approximation. The
main distinction seems to be that the shallow water equation comes from assuming that the
pressure behaves like the hydrostatic pressure, whereas KdV arises if one assumes instead
that the velocity is irrotational (which is definitely not the case for tsunami waves).”

7.4 Tsunami analysis

We know that tsunamis must have long wave lengths since their amplitude is small. Oth-
erwise, no devastating amount of energy (height times width) can be transmitted. On the
other hand, the time scale of tsunami impact is minutes, not hours as occurs in hurricane
storm surge. So the wave needs to be long, but not so long that they would raise water levels
for hours at a time. Interestingly, the KdV/BBM models provide such a mechanism. A key
question is: what causes such a long wave to form?

Regarding the applicability of KdV/BBM, we want to distinguish between two different
points of view. One is whether or not these models are suitable as general models of tsunami
generation. The other is whether or not these models can give some insight into possible
modes of tsunami generation in interesting cases. It is certainly possible to create a tsunami
by a simple uplift of the bottom in which the flow remains irrotational, as can be verified
in laboratory experiments of the sort seen in [15] and at the Chicago Museum of Science
and Technology. On the other hand, general mechanisms of tsunami formation likely require
more complex models.

7.5 Different solutions to KdV/BBM

There are many other types of solutions to KdV/BBM that are of interest in other contexts.
These include

• soliton interactions (Figure 10)
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• dispersion (Figure 11(a)) versus no dispersion (Figure 11(b))

• dispersive shock waves [13].

7.6 Soliton interaction (BBM)

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of solutions to KdV and BBM is that solitons can
interact without change of shape, as depicted in Figure 10. That is, they interact as if they
were linear. The only feature of the nonlinear, dispersive character is a slight phase shift
that occurs.

The number of interacting solitons can be arbitrary, as shown in Figure 10(b).

7.7 Gaussian dispersion (BBM)

If you use initial data different from solitons, different behavior arises. Figure 11(a) shows
the effect of dispersion on an initial Gaussian and compares with nonlinear advection without
dispersion, shown in Figure 11(b). The Gaussian initial data in both cases is of the form

u0(x) = ae−c(x−s)2 , (11)

for various values of a and c. Note that when x− s = ±1/
√
c, we have

u0(x) = e−1u0(s) = e−1a.

If we define the wave length λ as the point at which the wave is decreased in amplitude by
e, then λ2 = 1/c. Thus λ = 1/

√
c represents the wave length of (11). We can think of a

numerical Stokes number being defined by a/c, since u0(λ+ s) = u0(s)e
−cλ2

. Therefore

S = aλ2 = a/c. (12)

7.8 Leading/trailing depression

Other solutions display similar dispersive properties. In Figure 12, we show the solution to
BBM with initial data u0(x) = ±a(x− s)e−c(x−s)2 , for a = .0001, c = .01. Note that the case
of a trailing depression=-leading depression, due to near linearity caused by the small value
of a.

Exercise:

• Explore solutions of BBM with different initial states.

• Compare with data [14].
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(b)

Figure 11: Initial data (11): (a) Gaussian dispersion (BBM), (b) nonlinear advection of a
Gaussian with no dispersion.

(a) (b)

Figure 12: nonGaussian dispersion (BBM): (a) leading depression. (b) trailing depression.
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: Small amplitude (a = 0.0001), very long waves (a) are mostly linear (c = 0.004,
S = 0.025), but less long waves (b) are more dispersive (c = 0.01, S = 0.01). The snapshots
occur at T = k∆T where k = 0, 1, . . . , 5 and ∆T = 80.0.

7.9 Quantifying dispersion

As we have noted, there is some controversy about whether or not dispersion plays a role in
tsunami generation and propagation. Very long waves are mostly linear, as shown in Figure
13(a), but less long waves are more dispersive, as shown in Figure 13(b). In Figure 13(a), we
show the solution to BBM with initial data (11), that is, u0(x) = ae−c(x−s)2 , for a = .0001,
c = .004. This corresponds to a Stokes number of 1/40 = 0.025.

In Figure 13(b), we show the solution to BBM with initial data (11) for a = .0001,
c = .01. This corresponds to a Stokes number of 0.01.

Shorter waves are very dispersive. In Figure 14, we show the solutions to BBM with
initial data (11) for larger values of c. Recall that the wave length λ for (11) is given by
λ = 1/

√
c. Thus c = 0.04 corresponds to λ = 5. In a depth of 104 meters, the value of

a = 0.0001 corresponds to a typical amplitude (1 meter), and λ = 5 corresponds to a wave
length of 50 kilometers. Note however that we have used a form of the BBM equation in
which the dispersive term is too large by a factor of 6.

Exercise: the correct physical coefficient in front of the uxxt term is 1/6.

• Redo the calculations here with that coefficient in the equation.

• Suppose that ut + ux − uxxt = 0. Define v(x, t) = (1/δ)u(δt, δx). Show that v satisfies
vt + vx − (1/δ2)vxxt = 0. Use this to correct the length and time scales used here by
choosing δ =

√
6 ≈ 2.4495.

• Apply this analysis to interpret the computations in Figure 14(a) as being relevant for
an initial wave length of about 20 kilometers.
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(a) (b)

Figure 14: Shorter waves are very dispersive. The snapshots occur at T = k∆T where
k = 0, 1, . . . , 5 and ∆T = 80.0. a = 0.0001 for both waves, (a) c = 0.04, S = 0.0025, (b)
c = 0.1, S = 0.001.

It is worth noting that dispersive waves get smaller as time progresses, whereas nondispersive
waves would not change in amplitude. Thus dispersion would tend to lessen the impact of
tsunamis. Moreover, since amplitudes are so small, we can use linear ideas. So any initial
disturbance in the wave field with a smaller length scale will lead to significant dispersion.

8 Experimental comparisons

The KdV model has been tested against laboratory experiments via initial value problems
[15], and the BBM model has been tested against laboratory experiments using initial- and
boundary-value problems [3]. The key parameter for both models is the Stokes number

S =
aλ2

d3
,

where

• a is the wave amplitude,

• λ is the wave length, and

• d is the water depth.

Example: a = 1, λ = 106, d = 104 (meters) =⇒ S = 1.

8.1 Modeling issues

For S < 1, the data in [3] suggest that the linear dispersive model is as accurate as the
nonlinear, dispersive model.
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For larger S > 10 the model experiences greater than 10% errors.

Question:

• How important is dispersion in such simulations?

The results in [3] also suggest the importance of dissipation due to bottom friction for
small values of depth d.

8.2 Comparing two models

It is possible to give rigorous, analytical comparisons of the different nonlinear, dispersive
models, e.g., KdV versus BBM [4]. It is also possible to compare these with the model [6]

ut + ux + 2uux + uxtt = 0.

However, this equation would be more difficult to work with computationally.

8.3 Time scales

The time scale for these models is
t =

√

d/g,

where d is the water depth and g is the acceleration due to gravity:

g = 9.81 meters/second2 ≈ 32.2 feet/second2

For d ≈ 104 meters, this means t ≈ 1
2
minute. For d ≈ 10 meters, this means t ≈ one second.

Thus we can think that the time scale of interest is a small number of seconds, less than
a minute.

8.4 Wave speeds

For small amplitude waves, the wave speed in nondimensional coordinates is essentially 1.
That means the wave speed is the length scale divided by the time scale. Therefore the
speed C is given by

C ≈ d

t
=

d
√

d/g
=

√

dg.

For d ≈ 104 meters, this means C ≈ 313 meters/second ≈ 700 miles/hour. For reference,
the speed of sound at sea level is 343.2 m/s. For d ≈ 10 m, a typical depth for a shallow
harbor, C ≈ 9.9 m/s ≈ 22 miles/hour. For reference, Usain Bolt has run 100 meters at an
average speed of 10.44 meters per second.
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Figure 15: Gaussian wave and step-function wave of equivalent mass.

8.5 Comparing nonlinearity and dispersion

Suppose we have a wave of amplitude α = a/d and wave length λ = L/d. That is, u(x) ≈
αφ(x/λ). Then KdV looks like

ut + ux(1 + α + λ−2) = 0. (13)

We have seen that tsunamis have small amplitude: α ≈ 10−4. This suggests that nonlinearity
has little effect. But how big can the wave length be?

Known inundation amounts by tsunamis places a limit on L.

8.6 Wave length

The character of the wave propagation depends on wave length. To simplify things, we
think of a wave represented as a simple step function whose width is the wave length. In
Figure 15, we show what this looks like for a Gaussian wave and equivalent step-function
wave. To define the wave length for the Gaussian, we take the point of the wave where
its amplitude has decreased by a factor 1/e. We now use this metaphor to discuss water
volumes of tsunamis.

We depict in Figure 16 the water volume of two possible tsunamis. For a fixed mass
of water, a smaller amplitude requires a longer wave length. For a 1 meter wave, a length
L = 10 kilometers (λ = L/d = 1) yields a catastrophic wave. Historic 10 meter tsunamis
might have λ/d = 100.

The effect of the 1960 Chilean-generated tsunami on Hilo, Hawaii was devastating, but
the waves only reached a distance of a kilometer inland from the coast, with a maximum wave
height of only 10 meters. This corresponds roughly to the box with smaller size indicated
in Figure 16. This is equivalent to a wave of length 10 kilometers and height 1 meter, or
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25 kilometers

catastrophic

1 kilometer

10 meters

historic400 meters

Figure 16: Cartoon of different possible tsunami wave volumes. The rectangles represent
the wave cross section for two different hypothetical tsunamis. The smaller box indicates
the average wave height and width of a typical catastrophic tsunami that has occurred in
recent decades. The larger box indicates the average wave height and width of a hypothetical
tsunami that may have occurred in historical times.

a wave of 100 kilometers and height 10 centimeters. But the inundation would have been
much worse if the wave height was 1 meter and the wave length 100 kilometers. Thus we
conclude that the initial wave length may have been on the order where dispersive effects
are significant.

Returning to the recent Haida-Gwaii tsunami, we also see that shorter waves were likely in
the initial phase of development. Nearly one-meter waves were registered near the initiation
point, and yet (fortunately) there was little impact on Hawaii. If an initial one-meter wave
had a long enough wave length to propagate without dispersion, it would have represented
a catastrophic amount of water. It should be remembered that linear, nondispersive waves
would travel without change of shape. Here we are assuming that tsunamis have a significant
one-dimensional character. This is expected for tsunamis generated by displacements of
techtonic plates. On the other hand, if the tsunami initiation resembled more of a Dirac
delta function, a two-dimensional wave would result. To be certain of the form of the initial
wave would require more detailed measurements than are currently available.

8.7 Influence of depth

The KdV/BBM models do not include varying depth. However, we can get a sense of how
effects change as d becomes smaller. Recall our notation: wave amplitude α = a/d and wave
length λ = L/d. That is, u(x) ≈ αφ(x/λ). Again, KdV looks like

ut + ux(1 + α + λ−2) = 0.

As d decreases, the nonlinear term increases and the dispersion term decreases.

8.8 Wave volume

Exercise:

• Compute the area under the curve for the first wave in the dispersive wave train.

• Compute the evolution of a wave that has a negative Gaussian (depression) initially.
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9 Software issues

One-D problems are simple, so you can use simple software systems, e.g., Matlab/octave.
Consider the time-stepping scheme for the advection problem

0 = ut + f(u)x

given by

ui+1,j = ui,j −
∆t

∆x
(f(u)i,j − f(u)i,j−1) .

9.1 Computing finite differences with filter

The filter command performs finite differences specified by vectors b and a, as indicated
in Program 9.1.

b=[ +1 -1 ];

a=[ 1 ];

xr=dx*[1:1000000];

yu=exp(-(.05*(xr-50)*(xr-50)));

...

cfl=dt/dx

for k=1:nts

yu=yu-cfl*filter(b,a,yu + yu .* yu);

end

Program 9.1: Using the filter command to compute finite differences.

9.2 Details about filter

Typing help filter in octave produces

- - Loadable Function: y = filter (B, A, X)

Return the solution to the following linear, time-invariant difference equation:

N
∑

k=0

a(k + 1)y(n− k) =
M
∑

k=0

b(k + 1)x(n− k)

where N=length(a)-1 and M=length(b)-1.

9.3 A complete code

We present in Program 9.2 a complete code using filter to solve Burger’s equation.
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% First-Order Conservative (up-stream) differencing in space

% for Burger’s equation u_t + (u^2)_x = 0

% the wave speed is 2u, so the true CFL constant is CFL=(dt/dx)*max(u)

b=[ +1 -1 ];

a=[ 1 ];

%y=filter(b,a,x .* x);

r=1:100;

% the following gives a step function initial data

yo=(r>25).*(r<50);

% the following gives a Gaussian initial data

%yo=exp(-(.05*(r-50)).^2);

dx=.01;

dt=.005;

nts=40;

bigt=1;

yu=yo;

cflr=dt/dx

npics=2;

for k=1:nts

yu=yu-cflr*filter(b,a,yu .* yu);

end

ymid=yu;

for k=1:nts

yu=yu-cflr*filter(b,a,yu .* yu);

end

plot(r,yo,r,ymid+bigt,r,yu+2*bigt)

Program 9.2: Complete code for solving Burger’s equation using filter.

9.4 Equivalent difference matrix

Using filter is equivalent to multiplying by the sparse matrix fod defined as shown in
Program 9.3. The key to using a matrix representation of a difference operator is to create
a sparse matrix, using the sparse function, which appears in the last line of Program 9.3.

9.5 Performance of difference matrix vs. filter

Performance of codes using a difference matrix vs. using filter in octave is presented in
Figure 17. We see that filter is much faster for larger problems.
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tdx=2*dx;

kc=0;

for k=2:nr;

kc=kc+1;

hiv(kc)=k;

hjv(kc)=k-1;

hsv(kc)=-(1/tdx);

end

for k=1:nr;

kc=kc+1;

hiv(kc)=k;

hjv(kc)=k;

hsv(kc)=+(1/tdx);

end

fod=sparse(hiv,hjv,hsv);

Program 9.3: Creating a sparse difference matrix fod using the sparse function.

9.6 Using filter for boundary value problems

There are some challenges is using filter to solve two-point boundary value problems.
Suppose we want to solve

αu− uxx = f on x0 < x < x1, u(xi) = 0 for i = 0, 1.

We can do this via the following code:

b=[ 0 1 ];

a=[0 alfa 0]+(1/(dx*dx))*[-1 2 -1 ];

u=filter(b,a,f);

However, filter assumes a boundary condition u(x0) = u′(x0) = 0, often referred to as Cauchy
data.

9.7 Behavior of filter

The filter function imposes Cauchy data, u(x0) = u′(x0) = 0, which gives a different
solution, as depicted in Figure 18, from what we would get with the desired boundary
conditions u(x0) = u(x1) = 0. We need to modify the output of filter by a homogeneous
solution to get the correct boundary conditions.
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Figure 17: Performance of difference matrix vs. filter

Figure 18: Behavior of filter
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(a) (b)

Figure 19: Dispersion relations for various models of water waves. The horizontal axis is the
wave number k = 2π/λ. (a) For wave lengths λ ≤ 15.7 (k ≥ 0.4) are the dispersion relations
begin to differ substantially. (b) For higher frequencies the models diverge dramatically.

10 Dispersion relations

The dispersion relation for (linear) water waves is ω(k) =
√

k tanh(k). This can be compared
to the linearized model equations (recall k = 2π/λ). Shown in Figure 19(a) is the case k ≥ 0.4
(which means λ ≤ 15.7). For longer waves, the dispersion relations are essentially identical.
For higher-frequencies, the dispersion relations diverge even more, as shown in Figure 19(b),
with KdV being the worst offender, becoming negative.

The various dispersion relations are described analytically as follows.
The dispersion relation for water waves is ω(k) =

√

k tanh(k).

The dispersion relation for the shallow water model is ω(k) = k.

The dispersion relation for BBM is

ω(k) =
k

1 + 1
6
k2

. (14)

The dispersion relation for KdV is

ω(k) = k
(

1− 1
6
k2
)

. (15)

The dispersion relation for an optimized model [3] is

ω(k) =
0.9898k

1 + 0.1325k2
. (16)

Exercise:

• Prove that
√

k tanh(k) ≈
√
k for large k.

• See [12] for methods to solve the exact water wave problem for inviscid, irrotational
flow.
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11 BBM difference method

Defining a (sparse) matrix for solving αu− u′′ = f can be done as shown in Program 11.1.

kc=0;

for k=1:nr;

kc=kc+1; iv(kc)=k; jv(kc)=k;

sv(kc)=alfa+(2/(dx*dx));

end

for k=2:nr;

kc=kc+1; iv(kc)=k-1; jv(kc)=k;

sv(kc)=-(1/(dx*dx));

end

for k=2:nr;

kc=kc+1; iv(kc)=k; jv(kc)=k-1;

sv(kc)=-(1/(dx*dx));

end

svm=sparse(iv,jv,sv);

Program 11.1: Defining a sparse matrix to compute second-order finite differences.

Using the sparse matrix fod associated with the first-order finite difference and the
sparse matrix svm associated with solving αu − u′′ = f , the time-stepping for BBM looks
like Program 11.2. We can test this scheme using a solitary wave.

...

cfl=dt/dx

for k=1:nts

yu=yu-cfl*svm \ (fod(yu + yu .* yu));

end

Program 11.2: Time stepping for BBM using sparse matrices.

11.1 Numerical error

There is substantial numerical error in a first-order time-stepping scheme as indicated in
Figure 20. Shown in blue is the result of solving BBM with soliton initial data (shown in
red) using ∆x = ∆t = 0.01. In green is the exact solution.
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Figure 20: First-order time-stepping schemes have substantial numerical error. The red
curve is the initial soliton, the blue curve is the result of the numerical simulation solving
BBM using ∆x = ∆t = 0.01, and the green curve is the exact solution.

11.2 First-order versus second-order

Define ŷi+1 = yi +∆t f(yi). Then

explicit Euler: yi+1 = ŷi+1

predictor corrector: yi+1 =
1
2
(ŷi+1 + yi +∆t f(ŷi+1)).

The predictor-corrector scheme is similar in structure to 2 Euler steps and achieves signifi-
cantly greater efficiency as shown in Table 1.

relative max error ∆x ∆t cpu seconds
explicit 4.3646e-02 1.0e-01 1.0e-03 0.5
Euler 2.2438e-02 5.0e-02 5.0e-04 1.6

4.4059e-03 2.5e-02 1.0e-04 13.0
predictor 1.9110e-03 1.0e-01 1.0e-02 0.2
corrector 4.9510e-04 5.0e-02 5.0e-03 0.5

8.0939e-05 2.0e-02 2.0e-03 2.1
2.0380e-05 1.0e-02 1.0e-03 7.0
5.1133e-06 5.0e-03 5.0e-04 25.8

Table 1: Comparison of first-order (explicit Euler) and second-order (predictor-corrector)
time-stepping schemes.
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11.3 More efficient second-order

The predictor-corrector scheme requires twice as many function evaluations (applications of
filter or sparse matrix operations). Once the first time-step y1 has been computed via
predictor-corrector, we can switch to the leap-frog (a.k.a. Verlet) scheme:

yi+1 = yi−1 + 2∆t f(yi). (17)

This scheme is also second order, but at half the cost.

Exercise:

• Implement the leap-frog scheme [5] and

• compare it with predictor-corrector with respect to accuracy and efficiency.

12 Analysis of the difference method

In our initial scheme for BBM, we have combined two centered, second-order differences,
one for d/dx and the other for d2/dx2. So we expect the combination to be second order.
However, there is a representation that makes this very clear and also leads the way to a
remarkable fourth-order scheme. We can write the solution to

ut + f(u)x − uxxt = 0

as
ut = −K ∗ f(u), (18)

where the “∗” denotes convolution and

K(x) = −sign(x)1
2
e−|x|.

12.1 Convolution representation

The equation ut + f(u)x − uxxt = 0 can be written as a convolution ut = −K ∗ f(u) because
the Green’s function for 1− d2/dx2 is

G(x) = 1
2
e−|x|.

Note that
K(x) = G′(x) (19)

is positive for x < 0 and negative for x > 0. We can now approximate ut via the trapezoidal
rule (h = ∆x)

ut(t, ih) ≈ −h
∑

j 6=i

K((j − i)h) f(u(t, jh)), (20)

since K(0+) +K(0−) = 0.
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12.2 Convolution approximation

Using the formulation

ut(t, ih) ≈ −h
∑

j 6=i

K((j − i)h) f(u(t, jh))

would involve O(N2) work, where N = L/h is the number of spatial grid points (L is the
length of the computational domain).

Write the corresponding algorithm (v ≈ ut) as

vi =
∑

j∈Z

κj−i fj, (21)

where fj = f(u(t, jh)), κℓ =
1
2
h sign(ℓ)e−|ℓ|h for ℓ 6= 0, and κ0 = 0.

Define the difference operator D2 via the filter

b=[0 1], a=[0 1 0] + 1/(eh − 2 + e−h) [-1 2 -1]

Then (D2κ)i = 0 for |i| > 1 and

(D2κ)i =

{

1
2
h i e−h +

h i(−e−2h+2e−h)
2(eh−2+e−h)

|i| = 1

0 i = 0.

Note that i = sign(i) when |i| = 1.

12.3 Convolution simplification

Note that

(D2κ)±1 = ±1
2
h e−h +

±h
(

−e−2h + 2e−h
)

2(eh − 2 + e−h)

= ±h
e−h(eh − 2 + e−h) +

(

−e−2h + 2e−h
)

2(eh − 2 + e−h)

= ±h
(1− 2e−h + e−2h) +

(

−e−2h + 2e−h
)

2(eh − 2 + e−h)

=
±h

2(eh − 2 + e−h)

=
±h

2(h2 + h4/12 + · · · ) =
±1

2h

(

1− h2/12 + · · ·
)

.

Therefore we can write
D2v = D1f
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where v = κ ∗ f as defined in (21) and

(D1f)i =
h

2(eh − 2 + e−h)
(fi+1 − fi−1).

Thus a 2nd-order scheme is obtained via

ut ≈ v,

where D2v = D1f . Note that

eh − 2 + e−h = h2

(

1 +
h2

12
+

h4

360
+ · · ·

)

.

12.4 Gregory-Euler-Maclaurin (GEM) scheme

We can compute the integral in
ut = −K ∗ f(u)

more accurately via a quadrature related to the Euler-Maclaurin formula:

∫ ∞

0

g(x) dx ≈ 1
2
hg(0) + h

∞
∑

i=1

g(ih) +
h2

12
g′(0). (22)

This scheme is 4th-order accurate [20] provided g goes to zero rapidly enough at ∞. By
approximating the derivative via a difference, we obtain a scheme known to Gregory [20].
We refer to the resulting methods as a GEM scheme.

12.5 Application to convolution

Applying (22) to the convolution integral we get

∫ ∞

−∞

K(x)f(kh− x) dx ≈ h
∑

i 6=0

K(ih)f((k − i)h) +
h2

12
[(Kf)′] , (23)

where [g] = g(0+)− g(0−). We have for smooth f

[(Kf)′] = [K ′f +Kf ′] = [K ′f ] + [Kf ′] = [K] f ′(0) = −f ′(0),

because [K ′] = 0 and [fg] = f(0)[g] for continuous f . We can retain a 4th-order scheme by
approximating f ′(0) to second order:

f ′(0) ≈ f(h)− f(−h)

2h
.

Define

(Jf)i =
h

24
(f(i+ 1)− f(i− 1)).
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rel. max err. ∆x ∆t cpu seconds

predictor 1.8e-03 5.0e-02 5.0e-03 4.2
corrector 4.7e-04 2.5e-02 2.5e-03 14.9
fourth 1.7e-03 1.0e-01 1.0e-01 0.46
order 7.0e-05 1.0e-01 5.0e-02 0.73

3.7e-09 1.0e-02 5.0e-03 39.1
2.7e-10 5.0e-03 2.5e-03 177.0

Table 2: Comparison of second-order scheme and 4th-order scheme.

Therefore a 4th-order scheme is obtained via

ut ≈ v1 + v2,

where
D2v1 = D1f

and
v2 = Jf.

Note that

J =
eh − 2 + e−h

12
D1.

Using the 4th-order GEM scheme together with a 4th-order Runge-Kutta scheme for
time stepping (section 13.1), we get an overall 4th-order scheme.

We compare this with the 2nd-order centered-difference approximation for the BBM
equation using predictor-corrector (2nd-order) time stepping for propagating a soliton of
amplitude 3 for 30 time units, as shown in Table 2. We see that the 4th-order scheme yields
a vast improvement in efficiency.

12.6 Solitary wave interaction details

Solitary wave interaction for BBM is not exact. This is indicated in Figure 21(a) where the
solution height is truncated so that smaller waves can be viewed.

As reported in [2], the solitary interaction for BBM produces an oscillatory tail of max-
imum amplitude −0.01674, and the larger solitary wave increases in amplitude due to the
interaction. We find that the larger wave has increased in size by 1.822 × 10−05, only
3.037 × 10−06 times the original amplitude. In [2], the increase in size was reported to
be over two orders of magnitude larger. A lack of resolution in the computations reported
in [2] could explain the discrepancy. The smaller solitary wave decreases in amplitude by
2.422× 10−04, in agreement with the results reported in [2].

To complement the data in [2], we present more data in Figure 21(b). The top curve is
the amplitude of the dispersive tail, the middle curve is the decrease in the smaller solitary
wave, and the bottom curve is the increase in the larger solitary wave.
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(a) (b)

Figure 21: Non-exact solitary wave interaction for BBM. The amplitude of the larger wave is
6.0 in all cases. (a) Truncated view of interaction with a smaller wave of amplitude 1.5 shows
a third, dispersive, wave emerging. (b) The top curve is the amplitude of the dispersive tail,
middle curve is the decrease in the smaller wail, and the bottom curve is the increase in the
larger wave. The horizontal axis is the amplitude of the smaller wave.

13 Details about time stepping

The high-order time stepping methods used here are standard, but for completeness we
include their details.

13.1 The 4th-order Runge-Kutta method

The standard Runge-Kutta method used is closely related to Simpson’s rule:

w1 = un − 1
2
∆tF (un)

w2 = un − 1
2
∆tF (w1)

w3 = un −∆tF (w2)

un+1 = un − ∆t

6

(

F (un) + 2F (w1) + 2F (w2) + F (w3)
)

.

(24)

This has four function evaluations per time step.

13.2 A 5th-order method

A fifth-order method can be obtained by combining 4th-order Adams-Bashforth (as a pre-
dictor)

ûn+1 = un − ∆t

24

(

55F (un)− 59F (un−1) + 37F (un−2)− 9F (un−3)
)

(25)
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(a) (b)

Figure 22: Solitary wave propagation test for two time-stepping methods: (a) error versus
cpu time. For Runge-Kutta, h = 2∆t. For Adams-Moulton, h/∆t takes values between 2
and 8. The red line corresponds to 5th-order convergence since the cpu time is proportional
to the product of the numbers of spatial and temporal mesh points. (b) error versus mesh
size. For both methods, h = ∆t.

with 5th-order Adams-Moulton (which is normally an implicit method):

un+1 = un − ∆t

720

(

251F (ûn+1) + 646F (un)− 264F (un−1) + 106F (un−2)− 19F (un−3)
)

. (26)

This has 2 function evaluations per time step, compared with 4 for Runge-Kutta.

13.3 RK versus ABM

In Figure 22(a), we present the results from solitary wave propagation tests for two time-
stepping methods, plotting the numerical error versus cpu time. For the Runge-Kutta
method, we chose h = 2∆t. For the Adams-Bashforth-Moulton (ABM) method, h/∆t
takes values between 2 and 8. By judicious choice of h/∆t, the ABM method becomes more
efficient than Runge-Kutta.

In Figure 22(b), we present the results from solitary wave propagation tests for the two
time-stepping methods, now showing the numerical error versus mesh size for h = ∆t for
both methods. Here we see 5th-order convergence for ABM, showing the dominant effect of
time-stepping error.

The solid lines in Figure 22(b) having slopes of 4 (cyan) and 5 (red) were added to
clarify the orders of convergence. Both schemes appear to converge like C∆tr for r = 4 or
r = 5. Although RK is only 4th-order accurate, the corresponding constant C appears to be
substantially smaller that the one for ABM. Round-off error intervenes for very small values
of ∆t.
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14 Code details

The time-stepping scheme described using Runge-Kutta is done with a single function

rkgembbm(yu,bbmat,fod,h,dt)

This function is given in Program 14.1.

function yo=rkgembbm(yu,bbmat,fod,h,dt)

% Runge-Kutta time-stepping

dyzed=bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,yu,h);

wone=yu-0.5*dt*dyzed;

dyone=bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,wone,h);

wtwo=yu-0.5*dt*dyone;

dytwo=bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,wtwo,h);

wtre=yu-dt*dytwo;

dytre=bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,wtre,h);

yo=yu-(dt/6)*(dyzed+2*dyone+2*dytwo+dytre);

Program 14.1: Runge-Kutta time-stepping code for BBM.

Program 14.1 calls the function bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,y,h) with different values of y.
This function is given in Program 14.2.

function dynu=bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,yu,h)

dym=fod*(yu+(yu .* yu))’;

dynu=(bbmat\dym)’;

jay=(e^h-2+e^(-h))/12;

dynu=dynu+jay*dym’;

Program 14.2: Evaluation of the right-hand side in a BBM simulation.

We have described elsewhere how the matrices bbmat and fod are computed as sparse
matrices, but for completeness we list the full code in Program 14.3.

In working with wave propagation problems, it is often useful to identify the position
and height of a wave maximum or minimum. This can be done to second order with the
function quadmax defined in Program 14.4.

Multi-step methods, such as Adams-Bashforth, Adams-Moulton, and predictor-corrector
combinations of them, have the feature that they only require a small number of function
evaluations per time step. However, they may require substantial data movement if not
coded correctly. In Program 14.5 we indicate one way to avoid detrimental data movement
by implementing a circular buffer for the intermediate function values.
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function [svm fod]=setupbbmgem(nr,h,alfa)

dx2=e^h-2+e^(-h);

dx=dx2/h;

tdx2=alfa+(2/dx2);

idx2=-1/dx2;

kc=0;

for k=1:nr;

kc=kc+1; iv(kc)=k; jv(kc)=k; sv(kc)=tdx2;

end

for k=2:nr;

kc=kc+1; iv(kc)=k-1; jv(kc)=k; sv(kc)=idx2;

end

for k=2:nr;

kc=kc+1; iv(kc)=k; jv(kc)=k-1; sv(kc)=idx2;

end

svm=sparse(iv,jv,sv);

tdx=1/(2*dx);

kc=0;

for k=2:nr;

kc=kc+1; hiv(kc)=k; hjv(kc)=k-1; hsv(kc)=-tdx;

end

for k=2:nr;

kc=kc+1; hiv(kc)=k-1; hjv(kc)=k; hsv(kc)=+tdx;

end

kc=kc+1; hiv(kc)=1; hjv(kc)=1; hsv(kc)=-tdx;

kc=kc+1; hiv(kc)=nr; hjv(kc)=nr; hsv(kc)=+tdx;

fod=sparse(hiv,hjv,hsv);

Program 14.3: Setting up the difference matrices in a BBM simulation.

15 Boussinesq using FEniCS

The FEniCS Project automates simulation code [16]. The Boussinesq equations have been
implemented using FEniCS tools, in particular using Dolfin [17]. FEniCS tools include GPU
support [18]. The FEniCS book [16] can be obtained from various sources listed at

http://fenicsproject.org/book/index.html

16 Challenge problems

We present some problems that are more open ended than the exercises given so far. We
have no guarantee that these are well posed.
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function [yq rq]=quadmax(yy,rr)

% Computes the maximum of a function defined on a discrete set

% of points by interpolating a quadratic function when there

% is at least point on either side of the discrete maximum

[w, iw] = max(yy);

n=max(size(yy));

% must have 1<iw<n

if ((1<iw) && (iw<n))

a=yy(iw-1);

b=yy(iw);

c=yy(iw+1);

% q(x+iw)= b + 0.5*(c-a)*x + 0.5*(a-2*b+c)*x^2

dr=0.5*(c-a)/(2*b-a-c);

yq= b + 0.5*(c-a)*dr + 0.5*(a-2*b+c)*dr^2;

rq=rr(iw)+dr*(rr(iw+1)-rr(iw-1));

else

rq=rr(iw);

yq=w;

endif

Program 14.4: Second-order accurate code to determine the maximum of a discretely
defined function.

16.1 Decomposition into solitary waves

Observation: Gaussian initial data break up into a finite number of solitary waves [15], as
shown in Figure 23. Using the codes described here, we can easily show that the number
increases with amplitude, and goes to zero for small amplitude.

Explain the quantization process:

• how does the continuous amplitude map to the discrete number of solutions that get
generated?

• What happens at boundaries where the number jumps from k to k + 1?

We give some partial results to describe this.
In Table 4, we give more data regarding the evolution of an initial Gaussian. We see that

the computational Stokes number gives a good indication of whether or not a solitary wave
will be emitted.

For larger amplitude Gaussians, the evolution becomes more complex. Figures 26 and 27
indicate the evolution with different time periods, ranging from ∆T = 1 to ∆T = 50. For
a given value of ∆T , the figure depicts the evolution of the waves at times Tk = k∆T for
k = 0, 1, . . . , 5.
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(a) (b)

Figure 23: Breakup of a Gaussian into solitary waves. (a) long-time view, (b) short-time
view.

sign N a c magnification S
- 2 0.05 0.002 1.3798 25.0
+ 1 0.05 0.0033 1.2429 15.0
+ 1 0.05 0.005 1.1153 10.0
- 1 0.05 0.01 0.88213 5.0
+ 0 0.05 0.05 0.372624 1.0
+ 0 0.05 0.10 0.231816 0.5

Table 3: Evolution of Gaussians of various widths: initial profile is u0 = ae−c(r−s)2 where s
is a shift value to ensure that the waves remain inside the computational domain. The ±
column indicates the sign of the dispersive tail that emanates from the trailing edge of the
emitted soliton(s). N is the number of emitted solitons. The magnification column indicates
the increase (or decrease) in height of the emitted soliton versus the initial wave height. S
is the computational Stokes number a/c.
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sign N a c magnification S
+ 1 0.1 0.01 1.1027e+00 10
- 1 0.1 0.05 0.570301 2
- 1 0.1 0.1 0.372093 1
+ 0 0.1 1.0 0.119264 0.1
- 2 0.2 0.01 1.2776366 20
- 1 0.2 0.1 0.571378 2
- 1 0.2 1.0 0.11096 0.2
+ 0 0.2 2.0 0.12272 0.1
+ 0 0.2 3.0 0.116432 0.0667

Table 4: Evolution of Gaussians of various widths: initial profile is u0 = ae−c(r−s)2 where s
is a shift value to ensure that the waves remain inside the computational domain. The ±
column indicates the sign of the dispersive tail that emanates from the trailing edge of the
emitted soliton(s). N is the number of emitted solitons. The magnification column indicates
the increase (or decrease) in height of the emitted soliton versus the initial wave height. S
is the computational Stokes number a/c.

(a) (b)

Figure 24: Breakup of a Gaussian u0(x) = ae−c(x−s)2 into solitary waves for a = 0.05.
Wave heights have been truncated at a height of 0.025 to emphasize small scale effects. (a)
c = 0.002, (-), N = 2, S = 25 (b) c = 0.005, (+), N = 1, S = 10.
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(a) (b)

Figure 25: Breakup of a Gaussian u0(x) = ae−c(x−s)2 into solitary waves for a = 0.05. (a)
c = 0.01, (-), N = 1, S = 5 (b) c = 0.1, (+), N = 0, S = 0.5.

(a) (b)

Figure 26: Evolution of a Gaussian u0(x) = ae−c(x−s)2 for a = 0.5, c = 5 and (a) ∆T = 1 (b)
∆T = 5.
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function [efa,efb,efc,efd,unew]=fourstep(efa,efb,efc,efd,uin,bbmat,fod,h,dt)

util = uin - (dt/24)*(55*efa - 59*efb + 37*efc - 9*efd);

efftil=bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,util,h);

unew = uin - (dt/720)*(251*efftil + 646*efa - 264*efb +106*efc - 19*efd);

efd = bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,unew,h);

util = unew - (dt/24)*(55*efd - 59*efa + 37*efb - 9*efc);

efftil=bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,util,h);

unew = unew - (dt/720)*(251*efftil + 646*efd - 264*efa +106*efb - 19*efc);

efc = bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,unew,h);

util = unew - (dt/24)*(55*efc - 59*efd + 37*efa - 9*efb);

efftil=bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,util,h);

unew = unew - (dt/720)*(251*efftil + 646*efc - 264*efd +106*efa - 19*efb);

efb = bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,unew,h);

util = unew - (dt/24)*(55*efb - 59*efc + 37*efd - 9*efa);

efftil=bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,util,h);

unew = unew - (dt/720)*(251*efftil + 646*efb - 264*efc +106*efd - 19*efa);

efa = bbmgstep(bbmat,fod,unew,h);

Program 14.5: Code to execute four steps of Adams-Bashforth-Moulton predictor corrector
to avoid data movement.

What emerges from this study is a structure of quantization that starts (with long wave
lengths) with a solution that is just oscillatory (Airy function) with a positive first wave. We
can call this solution +0. As the wave length is decreased, we obtain a solution -1 that has
one solitary wave with the oscillatory dispersive tail behind it being negative at it emerges
from the soliton. As the wave length is further decreased, we obtain a solution +1 that
has one solitary wave with the oscillatory dispersive tail behind it being positive behind
the soliton. Decreasing the wave length further generates, in sequence, -2 solitons, then +2
solitons, and so forth. However, we have not fully understood the nature of the transitions,
say, from +k to −(k + 1). It is likely that the transition is resolved only at t = x = ∞.

For even larger Gaussian amplitudes, with suitable wave widths, the initial profile can
break up into opposing solitons, as shown in Figure 28.

16.2 Challenge problem: sand waves

A significant challenge is to model bottom friction. This likely depends on the material
configuration of the bottom. This in turn may depend on the structure of the water waves.
Thus future research needs to develop models of sediment evolution.

Water waves create waves on a sand bottom [11], as depicted in Figure 29. This problem
provides a test of sediment models.

Question:
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(a) (b)

Figure 27: Evolution of a Gaussian u0(x) = ae−c(x−s)2 for a = 0.5, c = 5 and (a) ∆T = 25
(b) ∆T = 50.

Figure 28: Evolution of a Gaussian u0(x) = ae−c(x−s)2 for a = 10, c = 10 and ∆T = 0.5.
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Water Surface

Sand Bottom

Figure 29: Cartoon of waves on a sandy bottom caused by water waves.

• What determines the frequency of the waves on the sand?

16.3 Challenge problem: nonlinear wave interaction

Water waves are ubiquitous in the open ocean.

Questions:

• How do these waves interact with tsunamis?

• Can a standard homogenization demonstrate that

• (a) there is no interaction, or

• (b) suggest an appropriate modification to the model?

16.4 Higher-order schemes

It may be useful to develop a higher-order scheme for BBM. The 4th-order scheme is of the
form

ut ≈ v1 + v2

where
D2v1 = D1f

and

v2 =
eh − 2 + e−h

12
D1f.

Higher-order only requires changing the equation for v2.
It is also useful to compare BBM with KdV numerically.

Exercise:

• Implement the discontinuous Galerkin method for the KdV equation [7].
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